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Abstract
This thesis deals with the compact antenna test range (CATR) based on a radio
frequency hologram. The emphasis is on the development of the numerical analysis of
the hologram. Several holograms have been fabricated and tested assessing the quality
of the numerical analysis methods described in this thesis.
A CATR is a potential method for testing the electrically large antennas operating at
millimetre and submillimetre wavelengths. These high-gain antennas are needed for
remote sensing and radio-astronomical applications. A parabolic reflector is most
often used as the collimating element in the CATR. However, at frequencies above
100 GHz, the reflector surface accuracy requirement becomes very stringent. To
overcome this problem, it is proposed to use a binary amplitude hologram in the
CATR. The hologram is a planar, transmission type of structure and the hologram
pattern is realised on the metal plated dielectric film.
Typical requirements for the quiet-zone field quality are maximum amplitude and
phase ripples of ±0.5 dB and ±5°, respectively. To achieve these requirements in the
iterative hologram design procedure, an accurate method for evaluating the
electromagnetic wave transmission through the hologram is needed. In this thesis, the
finite difference time domain (FDTD) method is used for calculating the transmission
of the hologram. However, the hologram structure is so large (at least several
hundreds of wavelengths) that the whole hologram structure cannot be simulated at
one time.
Two approaches are used for the simplification of the hologram structure: either 1)
only one cut of the hologram is analysed at a time or 2) transmissions of
electromagnetic wave through slots of different widths are studied and applied to the
whole hologram analysis. The first method is used for optimising the holograms as it
gives more accurate results. In addition, it is used when the bandwidth, tolerances,
polarisation dependence, and planarity requirements of the hologram CATR are
studied. The second method provides a tool for predicting cross-polarisation
performance of the hologram CATR.
Experiments have been made at several frequencies: 39, 119, and 310 GHz. The
results of these experiments show that the method of analysis developed in this thesis
is adequate for designing the holograms. In addition, the feasibility of the hologram
CATR operation for antenna measurements is demonstrated.
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1 Introduction
In the near future, there will be several satellite missions for monitoring the
atmosphere and outer space at millimetre and submillimetre wavelengths, e.g., mainly
Swedish Odin-satellite1 (119−580 GHz) [22] and missions of the European Space
Agency (ESA): FIRST2 (500−3000 GHz) [23], Planck Surveyor (30−800 GHz) [24],
MASTER (200−500 GHz) [25], and SOPRANO (200−500 GHz) [26]. The satellites
carry onboard electrically large, high-gain antennas, the measurement of which is a
demanding task [27,28].
The most frequently used antenna measurement techniques are the far-field method,
the near-field method, and the compact antenna test range (CATR). At the moment,
none of these is capable of measuring, e.g., a 1 metre antenna at the frequency of 1
THz. Studies have been made for assessing the feasibility and required development
of the measurement techniques for submillimetre wave antenna testing [4,6,7,29−32].
Long distances required for far-field ranges cause too much attenuation and distortion
due to the atmosphere. Near-field ranges enable indoor measurements but they are
time-consuming and thus requiring very stable measurement equipment. The compact
antenna test range allows direct radiation pattern measurement indoors, however, the
surface accuracy requirements set for the large reflectors needed are very stringent.
Thus, a binary amplitude hologram is proposed for the collimating element in a
CATR [33]. The binary amplitude hologram is a planar structure and the hologram
pattern is realised on the metal plated dielectric film.
The objective of this thesis is to develop a numerical tool for analysing the radio
frequency hologram, and thus to advance the development of the hologram CATR for
antenna measurements. An accurate simulation method is needed as the success of the
hologram design depends on the quality of the numerical analysis tool. The binary
transmission does not predict the actual electromagnetic wave transmission through
the hologram sufficiently well. Therefore a method based on two-dimensional FDTD
is developed in [P1,P2]. The high-level of accuracy of the analysis is verified with
measurements in [P1].
With a good analysis method, properties of the hologram CATR can be studied
without time-consuming manufacturing and measurement procedures. The allowable
tolerances in the hologram manufacturing and the requirements for the hologram
planarity are studied in [P3,P4]. For predicting the cross-polarisation produced by a
1
2

Odin was successfully launched on 20th of February, 2001.
FIRST is now known as Herschel Space Observatory.
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hologram, an analysis method taking into account the curved slots is developed in
[P5].
The feasibility of the hologram CATR for antenna measurements at millimetre and
submillimetre wavelengths is demonstrated. A low profile antenna designed for radio
links [34] has been measured at 39 GHz. The design and manufacturing of the
hologram are presented in [P6]. The measured results are compared with the results of
the far-field and near-field scanning measurements in [P7]. The main beam of the
Odin telescope has been measured at 119 GHz and the results are reported in [P8].
The operation at submillimetre wavelengths is demonstrated by measuring the quietzone field of a CATR, which is based on a 60 cm hologram at 310 GHz in [P9].
This thesis consists of two parts: an overview and nine published papers on the
research work. In the overview part, the backgrounds for the research work reported
in the included papers are presented. Antenna measurement techniques are presented
in Chapter 2. Means for the numerical analysis of the hologram are described in
Chapter 3. First, the FDTD method, which is used for calculating the transmission
through the hologram, is presented. Then, formulas of the physical optics (PO) are
presented. They are used for calculating the radiation of the hologram aperture. The
simplifying models for the hologram structure are also depicted in Chapter 3. The
generation of binary amplitude holograms and the designing of the holograms for
CATR application are presented in Chapter 4. The summary of publications and the
contributions of the authors are described in Chapter 5. In conclusions, the most
important results of the research work are presented.
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2 Antenna measurements
2.1 Antenna properties
An antenna is a device that transforms a guided wave into a wave propagating in free
space. The antenna is characterised by its properties like radiation pattern, directivity,
gain, losses, beam efficiency, and radiation efficiency [35]. The required antenna
characteristics depend on the application for which the antenna is used. Antennas are
usually reciprocal, which means that their properties are the same whether they are
receiving or transmitting. If the antenna is not reciprocal, the antenna has to be
measured for the same mode that it is designed to be used for, i.e., for a receiving or a
transmitting mode. Figure 2.1 shows the standard spherical coordinate system used in
antenna measurements [35]. It is typically defined with respect to a mechanical
reference on the antenna.

Figure 2.1: Standard spherical coordinate system used in antenna measurements.
Three regions dependent on the distance from the antenna are distinguished [35]: the
reactive near-field region, the radiating near-field (Fresnel) region, and the far-field
(Fraunhofer) region. The reactive near-field region is in close proximity of the
antenna, where reactive fields that decay rapidly with the distance from the antenna
9

are predominant. The outer boundary for the reactive near-field region depends on the
antenna, but usually it is a few wavelengths or less. For an electrically small dipole
the reactive field is dominant to about λ/2π, where the reactive and radiating fields are
equal.
In the radiating field region, the radiated fields predominate and the region can be
divided into the radiating near-field and far-field regions. The former exists for only
electrically large antennas while the latter exists for all antennas. In the radiating nearfield region the angular field distribution depends on the distance from the antenna,
while in the far-field region the angular field distribution is essentially independent on
the distance from the antenna. For electrically large, broadside-aperture type of
antennas, the boundary between the radiating near-field and the far-field regions is at
a distance of 2D2/λ, where D is the largest dimension of the aperture.

2.2 Antenna measurement methods
An ideal incident field for antenna measurements is a uniform plane wave as most
antennas are employed in the far field [36]. In the far-field techniques and compact
antenna test ranges, a planar wave front is created while in the near-field techniques
the near-field of the test antenna is measured. Numerical methods are required for
transforming the near-field data to the far-field characteristics. In addition to these
three methods, other methods combining these have been developed [37,38].

2.2.1 Far-field ranges
The natural choice for antenna measurements is the far-field method. The separation
between the antenna under test (AUT) and the source antenna is so large that the
spherical wavefront radiated by the source antenna can be approximated as a plane
wave (Figure 2.2). Usually, the allowable phase difference in the AUT aperture area is
22.5° [39]. When the diameter of the AUT is D and the wavelength is λ, the required
separation d between the antennas is d = 2D 2 λ . For example, at 1 THz the
separation has to be larger than 6.7 km for an antenna of 1 m in diameter. Even larger
separation than 2D 2 λ may be needed when very low sidelobe levels are measured
[40].
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Figure 2.2: Far-field range.
The major problems at millimetre and submillimetre wavelengths are the large
attenuation and the distortions to the signal due to the atmosphere. The attenuation
caused by resonance of different molecules may be tens of thousands of decibels in
one kilometre [28]. This is crucial since the available signal powers at high
frequencies are usually very small. Variations of temperature and humidity in time
and in space cause distortions to the amplitude and phase of the signal. In practice, the
satellites have to be tested indoors where the humidity and temperature can be
controlled [28].
The amplitude and phase tapers due to insufficient separation affect the accuracy of
the antenna measurement. The too small distance causes widening of the measured
main beam, filling of the nulls, and raising of the sidelobe levels [35,41].

2.2.2 Near-field ranges
Near-field range measurements can be done indoors in a relatively small space. The
temperature and humidity can be controlled and thus the distortions due to the
atmosphere become less severe.
First, the amplitude and the phase of the field in a near-by surface of the AUT are
sampled with a probe antenna. Then, the far-field radiation pattern of the AUT is
calculated using numerical methods, e.g., fast Fourier-transform (FFT). The radiation
pattern of the probe antenna is taken into account, when the near-field to far-field
transformation is made [42].
The sampling of the near-field can be accomplished over a plane, a sphere, or a
cylinder. It is usually practical to measure high-gain reflector antennas with planar or
cylindrical scanning [27]. In the planar near-field scanning the AUT is often fixed and
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the probe antenna is moved with two linear scanners. There are also other sampling
geometries than the rectangular, e.g., plane polar and bi-polar, which require different
equipment for moving the probe antenna [42,43]. In the cylindrical scanning the AUT
is rotated in one plane and probe is moved with a linear scanner. In the spherical
scanning the AUT has to be rotated in two planes. The antennas are often
implemented in quite heavy satellites, which makes the accurate rotation of the AUT
difficult. Therefore the planar near-field scanning is advantageous.
The sampling area has to be comprehensive so that all the significant energy
transmitted by the AUT can be captured [44]. A sampling area that is slightly larger
than the aperture of the AUT is sufficient for the planar near-field scanning of highgain antennas. The size of the sampling area determines the angular range where the
measurement results are accurate [45,46].
The sampling has to be dense enough in order to satisfy the Nyquist sampling
criterion. The distance between two sampling points has to be smaller than one half of
the wavelength [42]. For example, 64 million sampling points are needed for
measuring an antenna with diameter of 1 m at 1 THz, when the planar near-field
scanning is used. If the sampling rate is 100 samples per second the data acquisition
takes about 7 days [29]. Therefore requirements for the stability of the measurement
system are very stringent.
The post-processing of the data is however quite fast: for the previous example the
fast Fourier-transform and the probe correction take only a few second with an
ordinary PC [29]. The required number of the samples and also the complexity of the
near-field to far-field transformation depend on the sampling geometry. The postprocessing time for the spherical near-field scanning is considerably larger than for
the planar or cylindrical near-field scanning [42].
Too coarse sampling causes aliasing of the data resulting in spurious sidelobes, which
can partially be avoided by limiting the bandwidth of the Fourier-transform [46]. A
coarser sampling grid can be used if only the main beam region and the beam
alignment are of interest [42,47].
Other error sources are the phase errors in flexing and bending cables, inaccurate
alignment of the probe, and the reflections between the probe and the AUT. Also, the
supporting structure of the probe antenna has to be covered carefully with absorbers to
prevent reflections [46]. Numerical methods are developed for correction of the phase
errors due the cables [48].
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The antenna of the NASA SWAS-satellite (Submillimeter Wave Astronomy Satellite)
has been successfully tested with the planar near-field scanning at frequencies of 491
GHz and 552 GHz. The aperture size of this offset Cassegrain-type of antenna is 53
cm × 68 cm [47].

2.2.3 Compact antenna test ranges
In a compact antenna test range (CATR) the spherical wave front is transformed into a
plane wave with a focusing element, which can be a reflector, a lens, or a hologram.
Also, an array of antennas may be used to produce a plane wave at low frequencies
[41,49]. CATRs enable the antenna measurements indoors in plane wave conditions,
i.e., the radiation pattern can be directly measured by rotating the AUT. The main
beam of a high-gain antenna can be measured without rotating the AUT by scanning
the CATR feed transversally.
The AUT is placed into the quiet-zone that is the extent of the volume where the wave
front meets the requirements set on the plane wave. Typically, the maximum
amplitude and phase deviations have to be less than ±0.5 dB and ±5°, respectively [4].
2.2.3.1 CATR based on a reflector
The reflector based CATR was invented in the 1960’s [50,51]. Today, the reflector
ranges are widely used at frequencies below 40 GHz [52], and they have been used
for frequencies up to 200 GHz.
Figure 2.3 shows a CATR based on an off-set reflector. The feed horn radiates a
spherical wavefront, which reflects from the parabolic reflector forming a plane wave.
The diameter of the quiet-zone is limited to one third of the reflector diameter due to
the edge diffraction caused by the reflector edges. The illumination in the edges of the
reflector has to be low enough to prevent the disturbance of the diffracted fields. The
edge diffraction can be diminished by treatment of the reflector edges, e.g., the edge
can be rolled or serrated, or the edges can be covered with resistive film [41].
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Figure 2.3: An off-set reflector CATR.
With two or more reflectors the quiet-zone size can be substantially increased. Also,
the cross-polarisation of the range can be reduced compared to the one reflector range
[52]. Using a hyperboloid (Cassegrain system) or an ellipsoid (Gregorian system)
subreflector with a paraboloid main reflector the inherent cross-polarisation can be
cancelled. The diameter of the quiet-zone can be about 70 % of the main reflector
diameter [52].
Another approach is to shape the subreflector so that the amplitude of the illumination
of the main reflector is flat in the middle and decreases rapidly towards the edges for
preventing the edge diffraction [52]. A planar phase front is achieved by appropriately
shaping the main reflector. Thus, two shaped reflectors different from basic shapes of
paraboloid, hyperboloid, or ellipsoid, are needed. The problem in the use of two
reflectors is that two fairly large and expensive reflectors are needed.
Dual-reflector system of two parabolic cylindrical reflectors offers also better
performance with respect to the single-reflector configuration. The advantage of the
cylindrical reflectors is that they can be manufactured more easily and thus the
manufacturing costs are reduced compared to the doubly curved reflectors [53].
A recently presented configuration is a CATR based on three reflectors (tri-reflector
CATR) [54]. With the aid of a dual reflector feed system (DRFS) the illumination of
the main reflector can be shaped so that the quiet-zone diameter is about 80 % of the
main reflector diameter. The two subreflectors are substantially smaller than the main
reflector and therefore the manufacturing of them is less expensive. When the focal
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length is large enough the shape of the main reflector can be spherical [4,31]. The
manufacturing of an accurate spherical surface is easier than the manufacturing of a
paraboloid, thus the manufacturing is less expensive and the accuracy for the main
reflector is expected to be sufficient also at terahertz region [31].
The bandwidth of the reflector CATR is fairly large. The minimum operation
frequency is determined by the edge diffraction and the maximum frequency is
determined by the surface accuracy of the reflectors, assuming, that appropriate feeds
are available for each subband. The major problem is the very stringent surface
accuracy requirement at high frequencies. Usually the RMS surface error should be
less than 0.01λ [27,35], e.g., 3 µm at 1 THz. This surface error corresponds to a phase
error of 7.2 degrees. Good accuracy means large manufacturing costs or even
development of new manufacturing techniques.
Large reflectors may have to be made of several pieces. The smaller pieces can be
made more accurately, but the alignment and joining of the pieces have to be made
carefully. Small gaps often occur between the pieces disconnecting the surface
currents and thus deteriorating the performance of the reflector. Tapes are applied to
improve the reflector operation [55].
2.2.3.2 CATR based on a lens
The idea of using a lens as the collimating element in a CATR was introduced in the
end of the 1970’s [56,57]. Figure 2.4 shows a CATR based on a dielectric lens. The
achievable quiet-zone diameter is about 70−75 % of the lens diameter [56,58].

SPHERICAL
WAVE

LENS

PLANE WAVE

FEED
HORN

ANTENNA
UNDER
TEST

Figure 2.4: Lens type of a CATR.
The surface accuracy requirements for lenses are not as stringent as for reflectors,
since the lens is a transmission type of an element. The largest allowable RMS surface
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error for a lens is obtained by multiplying that of the reflector by factor

2 /( ε r − 1)

[58].
When the relative permittivity or the dielectric constant ε r is less than 1.2, the surface
accuracy requirement moderates quickly. On the other hand, the thickness of the lens
increases substantially when the dielectric constant decreases. When ε r = 1.1 and the
ratio between the focal length and the diameter of the lens is F/D = 3, the thickness of
the lens is only slightly smaller than the diameter [58]. The dielectric constant affects
also the reflection from the lens surface: the larger ε r is the more of the power
radiated by the feed is reflected from the lens surface.
In practice, the major problem is to find suitable material for lenses [28]. If ε r is
small, like for foam, the material is usually not homogeneous. The problem is more
severe at higher frequencies.
Another problem is the edge diffraction, which, however, has less effect on the
performance of the lens CATR than that of the reflector CATR [52]. For minimizing
the edge diffraction, serrated metal plates may be used with the lens [58]. The serrated
pattern can be manufactured on the metal plated dielectric film or on a plain metal
plate. Furthermore, the surfaces of the lens can be shaped in order to achieve an
appropriate aperture distribution.
As the CATR based on a reflector operates well at microwave frequencies, the
development of the lens type CATR has not been seen very interesting [52]. A
demonstrator CATR based on a lens has been made for 110 GHz [58]. Measurements
with a 50 cm lens have also been used to help the designing of a 30 cm reflector
antenna at 94 GHz [59].
2.2.3.3 CATR based on a hologram
The idea of using computer generated hologram as the collimating element of a
CATR was presented in the beginning of the 1990’s [33]. It is a potential antenna
measurement method especially for millimetre and submillimetre wavelengths. Figure
2.5 shows the principle of the CATR based on a hologram. The hologram modulates
the spherical wave radiated by a feed horn in such a way that a plane wave is formed.
The hologram used in the compact antenna test range is a transmission type, binary
amplitude hologram [60]. The hologram pattern is made on a metal plated dielectric
film. In principle, the hologram pattern can be calculated numerically when the
incident and outgoing wave fronts are known [61]. The slots of the hologram are
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tapered near the edges of the hologram in order to reduce the edge diffraction. Figure
2.6 shows an example of a binary amplitude hologram. Black parts block the wave
and the white parts let the wave propagate through the structure.
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PLANE WAVE

ANTENNA
UNDER
TEST
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WAVE
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z
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Figure 2.5: Hologram type of a CATR.

Figure 2.6: Example of a binary amplitude hologram.
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z1

The hologram is designed in such a way that the plane wave leaves the hologram in an
angle of 33 degrees with respect to the hologram normal. Thus, the diffraction modes,
which are propagating to the hologram normal direction, do not disturb the quiet-zone
field [60].
The major difference between the radio frequency hologram and other collimating
elements is that significant portion of the energy reflects backwards from the
hologram. Also, all of the transmitted energy does not propagate to the direction of
33°. Therefore, a powerful signal source is needed, especially, when the quality of the
quiet-zone field is checked. In actual measurements of high-gain antennas, the
achievable power affects the dynamic range of the measurements. With the same
instrumentation, the achievable dynamic range is smaller in the case of the hologram
than that in the case of other collimating elements such as a reflector or lens.
The surface accuracy requirement of the hologram is considerably less stringent than
that of a reflector [P3]. The hologram is stretched into a frame, which ensures
sufficient planarity for the hologram. According to the simulations, the accuracy
requirement for the hologram pattern is about 0.01−0.02λ, which is of the same order
as the surface accuracy for the reflector. However, the manufacturing of the twodimensional hologram is easier than the manufacturing of the three-dimensional
reflector surface, thus the manufacturing costs are reduced substantially.
The accuracy of the current manufacturing technologies (i.e., wet etching, exposure
through a mask) enables the hologram manufacturing up to about 500 GHz, if the size
of the hologram is not very large (dimensions less than 600 mm). A theoretical
tolerance analysis carried out for a small (200 mm in diameter) hologram at 500 GHz
is presented in [P4,6,8]. A theoretical tolerance analysis based on the binary
transmittance is presented in [62].
The relation between the hologram and the quiet-zone sizes depends on the required
size of the quiet-zone and frequency. In practice, the proportional area, where the
tapering of the slots is accomplished, decreases when the size of the hologram
increases [P1]. Therefore the ratio of the quiet-zone and hologram sizes is larger for
larger holograms. For example, at 119 GHz for the 550 mm hologram the quiet-zone
diameter is about 43 % of the hologram diameter, when for the 2.4 m × 2.0 m
hologram the quiet-zone diameter is about 70 % of the smaller dimension [P1,P8].
A CATR based on a reflector or a lens operates well with all polarisations and
frequencies (the edge diffraction and the surface accuracy give limitations). However,
the operation of a hologram depends fairly strongly on the frequency and polarisation,
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because it is a diffractive element. The bandwidth of the hologram CATR is only
about ±5−10 % depending on the quiet-zone field requirements.
Due to the polarisation dependency, holograms have to be designed for vertical and
horizontal polarisations separately. It is not possible to design a hologram for a
polarisation different from these two linear polarisations with the current design
method. One possibility to decrease the polarisation dependency maybe the use of
subreflectors in the feed of the hologram. By shaping the illumination the edge
tapering could be smaller and the widths of the slots over the hologram could be more
constant [4,16,21].
The previously used numerical hologram analysis method [33] based on binarized
transmission and physical optics (PO) is not accurate enough for predicting the
operation of the hologram CATR. The use of the FDTD for calculating the
transmission through the hologram and the physical optics for calculating the
radiation of the hologram aperture provides a tool for hologram simulation and
optimisation [P1,P2,2,3].

2.2.4 Other methods
The difficulties in the methods described above have led to the development of other
antenna measurement methods. The refocusing of the AUT is used for trying to solve
the problem of the large measurement distance in the far-field measurements. In the
operation, antennas are usually focused to infinity. In the measurements, however, the
AUT is focused to a finite test distance that is significantly smaller than the required
far-field distance. It is assumed that the measurement results describe the performance
of the AUT also when it is refocused to the infinity. This method applies for antennas,
which can be refocused, e.g., electronically phased arrays, or paraboloids and lenses,
which can be refocused by axial movement of the feed [63].
Amplitude only measurements are proposed for near field scanning for alleviating the
problems of the accurate phase measurements. This leads to a problem of the phase
retrieval [64]. In practice, all the phase retrieval methods involve numerical
techniques [65].
Holographic methods are proposed for phase retrieving of the near-field
measurements. The phase information can be recovered by using a reference antenna
or by scanning at two planes or at two cylindrical surfaces [66,67]. A method using a
reference antenna and recording of the hologram and thus the phase information is
presented in [66]. Methods using two scanning surfaces are described in [65,67,68].
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A method using only one planar intensity scan is proposed in [69] for retrieving the
phase of the aperture field of the AUT. The method uses Fourier-transform relation
between the aperture and scan planes. FFT offers means for iterating the aperture
phase rapidly. This method is however restricted for very high-gain antennas and it
requires an estimation for the aperture taper. Also, the required scan area is large
compared to the AUT.
A hybrid approach to the compact antenna test ranges and the near-field
measurements is the single-plane collimating range (SPCR) [37]. The AUT is
illuminated with a cylindrical wave front that can be produced by a cylindrical
reflector. The vertical crosscut of the reflector has a parabolic curvature and the
horizontal crosscut is a line. A one-dimensional numerical algorithm is sufficient to
transform the results of the cylindrical wave (near-field) measurements into the
desired plane wave (far-field) results. A similar idea for reducing the scan time and
simplifying the near-field to far-field transformation is the use of the linear near-field
probe in the semi-compact antenna test range (SCATR) [38].
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3 Numerical analysis of the radio frequency hologram
The numerical analysis of the radio frequency hologram is based on the combination
of the finite difference time domain (FDTD) and the physical optics (PO) methods
[P2]. The aperture field of the hologram is calculated with the FDTD and the radiation
of the aperture is then calculated with the PO. These two methods are described in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2. The hologram structure is large in wavelengths and at the same
time it contains very fine details compared to the wavelength. The full analysis of the
whole hologram structure is impossible and therefore the hologram structure has to be
simplified. This has been done in two different ways, which are described in Section
3.3.

3.1 FDTD method
3.1.1 Formulation of updating equations
Finite difference time domain method is a versatile method for analysing
electromagnetic problems with complex geometries [70,71]. Yee proposed the method
first in the 1960’s [72]. The derivation of the updating equations for the electric and
magnetic field components begins from studying the Maxwell’s first and second
equations:

∂B
+ σ *H ,
∂t
∂D
∇× H =
+ J.
∂t
∇× E = −

(3−1)
(3−2)

When taking into account the material equations D = εE , B = µH , and J = σE ,
equations (3−1) and (3−2) can be written in the component form

∂ Ex 1 ∂ Hz ∂ Hy
= (
−
− σ Ex ),
∂t ε ∂ y
∂z

(3−3)

∂ Ey 1 ∂ Hx ∂ Hz
= (
−
− σ Ey ),
∂t ε ∂ z
∂x

(3−4)

∂ E z 1 ∂H y ∂H x
= (
−
− σ E z ),
∂t
ε ∂x
∂y

(3−5)

∂H x 1 ∂ Ey ∂ Ez
= (
−
− σ * H x ),
∂t
µ ∂z ∂y

(3−6)
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∂ Hy 1 ∂ Ez ∂ Ex
= (
−
− σ * H y ),
∂t
µ ∂x ∂z

(3−7)

∂ Hz 1 ∂ Ex ∂ Ey
= (
−
− σ * H z ).
∂t
µ ∂y ∂x

(3−8)

An unphysical variable, the magnetic conductance σ * , is included in the previous
equations. It is necessary when the perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing
boundary condition (ABC) is composed [73]. Central difference approximations are
used to discretise the six scalar equations with respect to the time and space:
F ( x0 + 12 ∆x) − F ( x0 − 12 ∆x)
∂F ( x )
.
=
|
∂ x x = x0
∆x

(3−9)

This central difference approximation leads to the Yee’s cell [72], and updating
equations for the six scalar field components (three electric and three magnetic) are
formed.
FDTD simulation advances in time with discrete time steps. Every second time step
electric field components are updated and every second the magnetic field
components are updated. It is convenient to calculate the electric and magnetic field
components in different points since the updating equation of an electric field
component comprises of magnetic field components in neighbouring points and the
value of the same electric field component at the previous time step. Correspondingly,
the updating equation of a magnetic field comprises of electric field components in
neighbouring points and the same magnetic field component at the previous time step.
An electric or a magnetic field component at a discrete point in a uniform lattice and
at a discrete time step is denoted as:
F n (q, r , s ) = F (q∆x, r∆y, s∆z , n∆t ).

(3−10)

For calculating the electric current, the following equation is used:
J

n + 12

(q, r , s ) = 12 σ ( E n +1 (q, r , s ) + E n (q, r , s )).

(3−11)

For example, the updating equation constituted for the x-polarised component of the
electric field is
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Ex

n +1

2ε − ∆tσ n
E x ( q, r , s ) +
2ε + ∆tσ
2∆t  1
n+ 1
n+ 1
( H z 2 (q, r + 12 , s ) − H z 2 (q, r − 12 , s )) −

2ε + ∆tσ  ∆y

( q, r , s ) =

(3−12)

1

n+ 1
n+ 1
( H y 2 (q, r , s + 12 ) − H y 2 (q, r , s − 12 )).
∆z

Generally, the permittivity and conductivity depend on the space, i.e., ε = ε (q, r , s)
and σ = σ (q, r , s ) . In the updating equations of the magnetic field the permeability

µ = µ (q, r , s ) is taken into account [70].

3.1.2 Two-dimensional case
The simplified structures used for the analysis of the hologram enable the use of twodimensional FDTD. The calculation can be carried out separately for two linear
polarisations. The set of six scalar equations is reduced into two systems of three
equations. For the field components E y , H x , and H z the system can be written as:

∂ Ey

∂H z
1 ∂H
= ( x−
− σ E y ),
∂t
ε ∂z
∂x

(3−13)

∂H x 1 ∂E y
= (
− σ * H x ),
∂t
µ ∂z

(3−14)

∂H z 1 ∂E y
= (−
− σ * H z ).
∂t
µ ∂x

(3−15)

Correspondingly, for the field components E x , E z , and H y the system of three
equations is

∂ E x 1 ∂H y
= (−
− σ E x ),
∂t
ε
∂z

(3−16)

∂ E z 1 ∂H y
= (
− σ E z ),
∂t
ε ∂x

(3−17)

∂H y
∂t

=

1 ∂E z ∂E x
(
−
− σ * H y ).
µ ∂x ∂z

(3−18)

The hologram is optimised for one linear polarisation (for E y or E x ) at a time, so the
separation of two polarisations saves also time in the optimisation process. The
separation means also that two-dimensional FDTD does not predict the generation of
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the cross-polarisation. When the electric field has two components E x and E z , the DC
offset occurring in the FDTD simulation has to be taken into account [P2,74,75]. A
DC current is induced to the perfectly conducting metal, and thus constant
components are added to the oscillating field values. The constant terms can be
filtered by post-processing.
Updating equations are composed as in three-dimensional case, except, that the ydirection, i.e., the index r, is dropped out. For example, the updating equation for the
electric field component E x in two-dimensional case is

Ex

n +1

2ε − ∆tσ n
E x (q, s ) −
2ε + ∆tσ
2∆t  1
n+ 1
n+ 1
( H y 2 (q, s + 12 ) − H y 2 (q, s − 12 )) .

2ε + ∆tσ  ∆z

( q, s ) =

]

(3−19)

3.1.3 Choice of discretisation steps
The error of the central difference approximation is of the order of O(∆2), where ∆ is
the discretisation step in time or in space. Thus, the smaller the discretisation steps are
the smaller is the error in the computation. In addition, to minimize the discretisation
error, there are two other criteria for choice of discretisation steps: 1) the stability of
the calculation sets a condition to the time step and 2) the minimization of numerical
dispersion sets a condition to the grid spacing. Also, the discretisation steps in space
have to be small enough for modelling appropriately the studied structure.
The discretisation used in the Yee’s cell leads to an explicit time integration.
Therefore the algorithm is not stable with an arbitrary time-step but there is a
maximum value for the time-step. The Courant’s stability criterion can be written as
[76,77]:
∆t =

1
1
1
1
C0 c
+ 2+ 2
2
∆x
∆y
∆z

.

(3−20)

The Courant’s number C0 ≥ 1 should be kept as small as possible to save the
computation time and to minimize the numerical dispersion error [76,77].
The discretisation of the calculation domain produces numerical dispersion. If the
maximum allowable numerical dispersion is 1 %, the maximum grid spacing is about
λ/18 [78].
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Non-uniform grid is used because the hologram structure contains slots of different
widths and because it is very large in wavelengths. Very small grid spacing is used
near the slot edges and a coarser grid is used in the centre areas of slots and metal
strips. The varying grid spacing has to be taken into account in the updating
equations. In two-dimensional case, the partial derivative with respect to the xcoordinate is approximated as:
E (q + 12 , s ) − E (q − 12 , s )
∂E ( q , s )
≈
,
|
∂x x = x0 12 (∆x(q + 12 ) + ∆x(q − 12 ))

(3−21)

where the grid spacing depends on the calculation point. The difference between the
sizes of the adjacent cells causes additional error to the calculation. A rule of thumb is
to keep the ratio between sizes of two adjacent cells in the range 0.5−2.0 [79]. In the
hologram simulations, a uniform grid size is used for the z-direction.

3.1.4 PML absorbing boundary conditions
The excitation brings energy to the calculation domain, while the absorbing
boundaries let the energy go out and keeps the system stable. Therefore appropriate
absorbing boundary conditions (ABC) are very important in the FDTD simulations.
With good absorbing boundaries the edges of the calculation domain can be brought
near the studied structure. Thus, the size of the calculation domain is decreased and,
further, the computation time is reduced.
The first absorbing boundaries for FDTD were based on differential operators that
allow the outgoing wave to propagate through the calculation boundary but inhibit the
incoming wave and thus the reflection [80,81]. Updating equations of different orders
can be formed at the boundaries from the differential operators [81,82]. The super
absorption method applied to the above methods improves considerably the
performance of the absorbing boundaries [83].
Another approach is to use absorbing layers at the edges of the calculation domain.
Magnetic conductivity, which is included in the first Maxwell equation, can be used in
the construction of the perfectly matched layer (PML), i.e. the absorbing media,
which have the same wave impedance as the free space. Thus, there are no reflections
in the interface between the free space and the PML media. On the other hand, the
PML media is lossy and the wave damps out. Perfect electric conductor (PEC)
boundaries are used in the edges of the calculation domain, which produces
reflections. However, the wave has to travel twice through the absorbing layers before
it comes back to the free space region. Berenger applied first this technique to the
FDTD simulations [73]. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of a two-dimensional
calculation domain with PML absorbing boundaries.
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Figure 3.1: Two-dimensional calculation domain with PML absorbing boundaries.
The relation between the non-physical electric and magnetic conductivities for the
PML media is

σ σ*
.
=
ε 0 µ0

(3−22)

Large differences in the conductivities between adjacent calculation points produce
numerical reflections [73,84]. Therefore near the interface between free space and
absorbing media the conductivities have to increase slowly. Usually, the following
polynomial distribution for the conductivities is used:

σ (ρ ) = σ m (ρ δ )n ,

(3−23)

where σ m is the maximum value for the conductivity, ρ is the distance from the
interface, and δ is the total thickness of the PML. The larger the exponent of the
polynomial is the slower the increase of the conductivity near the interface is. If the
exponent is large the conductivity increases rapidly near the outer boundary.
However, it is not very critical since the electromagnetic wave is attenuated already in
the absorbing media.
The total absorption depends on the integral of the conductivity distribution. If the
maximum conductivity is constant, the total absorption depends on the exponent of
the polynomial in the following way:
Total absorption ∝ e

−

1
n +1

.

(3−24)
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Thus, the total absorption is small when the exponent is large. The choice of the
exponent is a trade-off between total absorption and numerical reflections, and it
depends on the thickness of the absorbing layer: the thicker is the layer the larger is
the exponent [84].

3.1.5 Excitation
In the two-dimensional hologram analysis, the system is excited at a line. The
excitation field is added to the value from the normal updating equation as follows:
E n (q, se ) = E n c (q, se ) + E n exc (q, se ),

(3−25)

where E n c(q, se ) is the field value from the updating equation and E n exc(q, se ) is the
excitation field. The waves reflected from the studied structure can pass the excitation
line, which can be situated near the studied structure thus reducing the size of the
computation domain [85,86].
In the hologram analysis, the excitation is the radiation pattern of the feed horn in the
hologram plane. The radiation pattern depends on the frequency and, thus, a
sinusoidal excitation at a single frequency is used. A gaussian pulse cannot be used
for getting wideband behaviour of the operation. The hologram has to be analysed at
several frequencies for finding out the bandwidth of the hologram.

3.2 Physical optics
The result of the FDTD analysis is the aperture field of the hologram. Physical optics
(PO) is used to calculate the electric field in the quiet-zone radiated from the
hologram aperture. When the simplification for the hologram structure is made and
only one line of the hologram is analysed, it is convenient to use two-dimensional
physical optics integration formula. When the whole hologram aperture is considered,
three-dimensional physical optics formula is used.

3.2.1 Two-dimensional case
According to the Huygens’ principle the electric field due to radiation of the surface
S ' is [87]
E (r ) = ∫

S'

{jωµG (r , r ' ) ⋅ J (r ' ) − ∇ × G (r , r ' ) ⋅ M (r ' )}dS ',
s

s
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(3−26)

where G (r , r ' ) is the dyadic Green’s function, and J s and M s are electric and
magnetic surface currents, respectively. The surface S ' is reduced to a straight line. In
the physical optics approximation, the electric and magnetic fields are transformed to
the equivalent electric or magnetic surface currents. Only one of the equivalent
surface current components is needed: J s (r ' ) = 2n × H a (r ' ) or M s (r ' ) = 2n × Ea (r ' )
[87,88], where n is the normal vector of the aperture.
The formulas can be written separately for vertical and horizontal polarisations. When
the electric field of the aperture is vertically or y-polarised, the electric field in the
quiet-zone extent is expressed as
E (r ) = −2 jk ∫

S'

j ( k r − r ' −π )
2
4 E ( r ' )u dS '.
e
a
y
πk r − r '

(3−27)

When the electric field of the aperture is horizontally or x-polarised, the electric field
in the quiet-zone extent is
E (r ) = −2 jk ∫ Ea (r ' )
S'

2 j ( kρ −π4 )
e
⋅
πkρ

 ( x − x' ) 2
j 
( x − x' )( z − z ' ) 
−  u x +
u z  dS ' ,
1 −
2
ρ
ρ2
kρ 



(3−28)

where ρ = r − r ' .

3.2.2 Three-dimensional case
In the three-dimensional case, the radiating field from the aperture is written as [87]
E (r ) = − ∫ ∇g (r , r ' ) × M s (r ' )dS ',

(3−29)

S'

where g (r , r ' ) is the scalar Green’s function. It is convenient to write separate
formulas for two different aperture field polarisations also in three-dimensional case.
The radiated field in the quiet-zone extent for the y-polarised aperture field is
E ( r ) = ∫ E a (r ' )
S'

1 + jkR − jkR
e {( z − z ' )u y − ( y − y ' )u z }dS '.
2πR 3
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(3−30)

For the x-polarised aperture field the radiated field is
E (r ) = ∫ Ea (r ' )
S'

1 + jkR − jkR
e {( z − z ' )u x − ( x − x' )u z }dS '.
2πR 3

(3−31)

3.3 Simplified models for the hologram
The hologram includes very fine details compared to the wavelength and,
simultaneously, its largest dimensions are always at least several hundreds of
wavelengths. The discretisation of the whole hologram structure for numerical
calculations is not feasible. Two approaches for simplifying the hologram structure
are used:
1) Only one horizontal cut of the hologram is simulated at a time, and the quiet-zone
field radiated by the hologram is calculated at the same horizontal plane where the
hologram cut has been taken. The operation of the whole hologram is achieved by
simulating several horizontal cuts of the hologram. The simulation method based on
this simplification is presented in [P2].
2) Transmissions of the electromagnetic wave through slots of a periodic structure are
studied. The hologram structure is binarized with a finite step size and, thus, the slot
widths are quantized to have discrete values. Transmissions for all slot widths and for
two linear polarisations are calculated. Finally, the transmissions are applied to the
calculation of the whole hologram structure. The simulation method based on this
simplification is presented in [P5].
The first one is more accurate and it is used when the holograms are designed [P1,P2].
The transmission of the electromagnetic wave through the hologram slots depends on
the polarisation, and the curvature of the slots causes cross-polarisation. The first
simplification method is not applicable for predicting cross-polarisation, because it is
not capable for taking into account the curvature of the slots. Instead, the second
method provides a tool for cross-polarisation calculations [P5]. The transmission of
the electromagnetic wave through a narrow slot is studied with two-dimensional
FDTD. The method of moments can also be used for this type of analysis [1,89,90].
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4 Design of the hologram for a CATR
4.1 Hologram binarization
The hologram is generated numerically with a computer (CGH, computer generated
hologram) when the incident field and the desired field are known. In an ideal case,
the transmission of the hologram can be changed continuously, but in practice there
are no suitable materials or manufacturing techniques for accomplishing this.
Therefore the hologram pattern has to be binarized. The binarized hologram pattern
can be generated numerically from the following formula [60,61]:
0, when 0 ≤ 12 [1 + cos Ψ ( x' , y ' )] ≤ b,
TB ( x' , y ' ) = 
1
 1, when b < 2 [1 + cos Ψ ( x' , y ' )] ≤ 1,

(4−1)

where Ψ ( x' , y ' ) = ϕ ( x' , y ' ) + 2πν is the phase term. The term ϕ ( x' , y ' ) is the
normalised phase of the incident field in the hologram plane. The spatial carrier
frequency ν determines the propagation direction of the plane wave according to
θ = arcsin(νλ ) . The direction of 33° is chosen in order to avoid the disturbance of the
diffraction modes, which propagate to the direction of the hologram normal.
The parameter b is calculated as
b = 1 − (1 / π ) arcsin a ( x' , y ' ),

(4−2)

where the function a( x' , y ' ) depends on the relation between the amplitudes of the
desired wave front and the incident field in the aperture. It compensates the amplitude
of the incoming field so that the amplitude of the aperture field is appropriate. In
practice the function a ( x' , y ' ) is written as
a ( x' , y ' ) =

W ( x' , y ' )
,
Efeed ( x' , y ' )

(4−3)

where Efeed ( x' , y ' ) is the field of the incident wave front in the hologram plane and
W ( x' , y ' ) is the weighting function.

4.2 Optimisation of the hologram
The electromagnetic wave has interactions in the slots so that the transmission of the
incoming field is not binarized. Usually, the hologram, which is generated assuming
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the ideally binarized transmission, does not radiate an appropriate wave front for
antenna measurements. However, the generation of the hologram can be changed in
such a way that the hologram produces a plane wave that meets its requirements in the
quiet-zone. Typical requirements for the quiet-zone field are maximum deviations of
±0.5 dB and ±5° in amplitude and phase, respectively.
The optimisation of the hologram is an iterative procedure that can be divided into the
following four parts [P1,91]:
1) The weighting function is chosen. The weighting function controls the widths of
the slots and thus basically determines the amplitude pattern of the quiet-zone
field.
2) The hologram pattern is generated with a computer.
3) The quiet-zone field radiated by the hologram is simulated with a combined FDTD
and PO method. If the amplitude of the plane wave does not meet the requirements,
we have to go back to step 1 and choose a new weighting function.
4) The phase of the quiet-zone field can be adjusted by changing the angle of the
plane wave in different parts of the hologram (i.e., by changing the spatial carrier
frequency). This affects the locations of the slots. After a phase correction we go
back to step 2 and generate a modified hologram.

4.2.1 Weighting function
The weighting function for the plane wave in an ideal case would be W ( x' , y ' ) = 1 .
However, this would not produce a properly operating hologram. One major task of
the weighting function is the tapering of the hologram aperture field for preventing the
disturbance of the edge diffraction in the quiet-zone. As a consequence, the widths of
the slots are narrower near the edges of the hologram. Due to the binarization of the
hologram, the tapering is not continuous in the horizontal or x-direction as it is in the
vertical direction. However, the used width of the total tapering area is essentially the
same all over the hologram.
Usually, the weighting function with the edge tapering is still not sufficient for an
adequate hologram operation, but local changes have to be done. The increase of the
weighting function widens the slots in the corresponding part of the hologram. In
practice, it is proven that the slot widths should be smaller than one half of the
wavelength. With larger slot widths the transmission through the slots does not
increase as linearly as with smaller slot widths and the optimisation becomes very
difficult. Different weighting functions are described in [P1,5,10].
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The shape of ellipse is advantageous for the holograms, as part of the hologram size is
lost in the x-direction due to the propagation direction different from the hologram
normal. With the propagation angle of 33° the projection of the hologram is about 16
% smaller than the hologram.

4.2.2 Transfer of the feed
For a hologram CATR, which is already in operation, the transfer of the feed has
importance in two cases. Firstly, the main beam of a high-gain AUT can be measured
by scanning the feed transversally. Secondly, when the operating frequency of the
CATR is changed, the phase pattern of the quiet-zone field can be compensated with
an axial feed movement. An example of the phase compensation is presented in [P3].
However, the feed transfer has relevance also in the hologram optimisation. The
following two ways are applied for facilitating the designing of the hologram and,
furthermore, for improving the performance of the hologram:
1) Feed rotation in the xz-plane (Figure 4.1 a)). The phase centre of the feed horn is
not moved, thus the phase of the quiet-zone field is not affected. However, the
illumination of the hologram is not symmetric. As a consequence, an amplitude tilt of
even a few decibels in the quiet-zone field can be corrected.
2) Feed offset in the x-direction (Figure 4.1 b)). Although the feed horn is directed to
the hologram normal direction, it has a transversal offset so that it does not point to
the hologram centrepoint. For example, an offset of 0.1 m has been used for a 0.6 m
hologram [14]. The transversal feed transfer can also be seen as a transfer of the
generation area of the hologram. In principle, the hologram could be generated in any
place when the incident wave front and the desired wave front are known. The
transversal feed transfer is a usable tool if the amplitude of the quiet-zone field does
not behave properly on the other side of the quiet-zone. Usually, the quiet-zone side
corresponding to the wider slot widths behaves worse and it is advantageous to move
the generation area a little to the other direction. A major drawback is the increased
spill-over in the other side of the hologram.
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Figure 4.1: a) Rotation of the feed horn and b) offset of the feed horn.

4.2.3 Optimisation of the phase
The optimised weighting function makes the amplitude pattern of the quiet-zone field
flat. The same goal is with the feed rotation and the feed offset. These actions affect
also the phase of the quiet-zone field and therefore phase may have to be corrected.
The feed transfer in the z-direction gives means for the frequency compensation.
However, the main tool in the phase optimisation is the change of the angle of the
plane wave direction θ (or the spatial carrier frequency ν) in different parts of the
hologram. The change of the plane wave direction affects the places of the hologram
slots. The changes are of the order of 0.001° [5].
The correction of the phase affects also the amplitude and therefore the quality of the
amplitude pattern has to be checked. In this stage, the needed modifications to the
weighting function are usually quite small [10].

4.2.4 Optimisation in the y-direction
The FDTD-simulation used in the hologram optimisation gives the aperture field only
at one line parallel with the horizontal or x-axis. The best result is obtained when the
line under study is the centreline of the hologram, i.e. y = 0. The farther away the line
from the centreline is the larger the error made in the quiet-zone field prediction is,
because the slot curvatures increase.
In the optimisation of the hologram pattern, the starting point is in the optimisation of
the centreline. After the best possible operation in the middle of the hologram is
found, the hologram is optimised at other lines. Cuts of the hologram with appropriate
distances are taken, and the slots of the cut are assumed as vertical without curvature.
The quiet-zone field is calculated at the same xz-plane where the cut has been taken (y
= y1, see Figure 2.5).
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In practice, there is no need for very large changes in the weighting function to
achieve an adequate operation of the hologram in the vertical direction. Usually, it is
sufficient to confirm that the quiet-zone field quality is appropriate at few different ylevels.
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5 Summary of publications
Paper [P1] describes the compact antenna test range based on a hologram. The
advantage of the use of a hologram instead of a reflector in a CATR is the less
stringent surface accuracy requirement. In addition, a hologram is relatively easy to
fabricate and therefore manufacturing costs are reduced compared to those of
reflectors. In the paper, the synthesis and features of the computer-generated
holograms are briefly reviewed. The operation of the hologram in antenna
measurements is described and it is demonstrated by experiments at 119 GHz. For a
550 mm demonstration hologram, the theoretical peak-to-peak amplitude and phase
deviations are 0.4 dB and 5°, respectively, and experimental peak-to-peak deviations
are 0.8 dB and 10°. The work described in [P1] is an extension to the work made by
Tuovinen, Vasara, and Räisänen [33]. Taavi Hirvonen was responsible for the
preparation of the paper, and he made all the measurements. This author was
responsible for the theoretical analysis of the hologram. The design of the
demonstration hologram was a result of co-operation of Taavi Hirvonen and this
author. Jussi Tuovinen was a co-supervisor.
Paper [P2] deals with the numerical analysis of the hologram CATR and it is closely
related to [P1]. The previously used method uses binary transmission when evaluating
transmission of the electromagnetic wave through the hologram structure [33]. A new
method for calculating the transmission through a horizontal cut of a hologram is
described. The FDTD method is applied to a non-uniform, i.e., non-periodical grating.
The aperture field of the hologram is obtained as the result of the FDTD simulation.
The physical optics method is used for calculating the radiation of the aperture. The
theoretical analysis method is validated with experiments at 119 GHz. The operation
of holograms designed on the basis of the previous and the new analysis method are
compared showing the necessity of an adequate analysis method. This author was
responsible for the preparation of this paper and made all the theoretical simulations.
Taavi Hirvonen was responsible for all the measurements, he designed the hologram
based on the binary transmission, and he wrote the physical optics code. Jussi
Tuovinen was a co-supervisor.
Paper [P3] consists of a theoretical tolerance analysis made at 500 GHz for studying
the feasibility of the hologram CATR for submillimetre wavelengths. The tolerance
analysis is based on the analysis method described in [P2] and the optimisation of the
hologram used in the analysis is reported in [8]. The main emphasis is on the effects
of systematic and random errors occurring in hologram manufacturing process. The
feed displacement, frequency and polarisation changes, and the joints between the
parts of the hologram are also discussed. The accuracy requirements for the hologram
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pattern depend on the required field quality in the quiet-zone extent. The standard wet
etching technique is seen as a feasible method for up to 500 GHz. The problem is the
required large size of the hologram in practical antenna measurements. If the
hologram is made of several pieces, the pieces have to be aligned accurately.
Otherwise, the pieces are ‘out of phase’ so that they radiate the plane waves in slightly
different directions. A more detailed study on the effects of the gaps between
hologram pieces and the tape used in the splicing the pieces is presented in [14]. An
adequate planarity of the hologram is achieved by stretching the hologram in a frame.
The hologram material has to be handled with care for preventing mechanical
damages, e.g., wrinkles, which remain despite the stretching. The phase curvature due
to a frequency change can be compensated with an axial feed movement. However,
the bandwidth of the hologram is limited to less than ±10 %. The hologram is very
polarisation sensitive and it has to be optimised for one linear polarisation. Taavi
Hirvonen was mainly responsible for the preparation of the paper. This author carried
out all the theoretical calculations.
Paper [P4] deals with the effects of the planarity errors of the hologram and it is an
continuation of paper [P3]. A simple theoretical approximation for the phase error in
the quiet-zone field is derived. The approximation is based on changed path lengths
due to planarity errors. According to the path length approximation, the planarity error
of the hologram can be about 12 times that of the surface error of a reflector. In
addition, theoretical simulations are also carried out. Locally, the simulated peak
phase errors are smaller than the simple path length approximation predicts. However,
the simulations show that planarity error affects the field everywhere in the quiet-zone
extent. The errors in the quiet-zone field are proportional to the width (area) and depth
of the planarity error. This author was responsible for preparation of the paper and
carried out all the simulations. Taavi Hirvonen was a co-supervisor.
Paper [P5] presents another numerical method for the hologram analysis. The whole
hologram structure with curved slots can be taken into account. Thus, it is capable of
predicting the cross-polarisation performance of the hologram. The theoretical method
is validated by comparison with measurements at 39 GHz and 310 GHz. A good
agreement between the theoretical and experimental results is seen. The maximum
measured cross-polarisation level is about −20 dB at the quiet-zone volume. This
author was responsible for the preparation of the paper and carried out all the
simulations. The measurements at 39 GHz were made in co-operation with this author
and Tomas Sehm. Jussi Säily carried out the measurements at 310 GHz.
Paper [P6] describes the design and manufacturing of the hologram that is used to
measure a low-profile link antenna [34,92] at 39 GHz. In this paper, a twodimensional formula for physical optics calculation is presented, and a choice of the
two- or three-dimensional formula in the hologram simulations is discussed. The
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results of the first actual antenna measurement carried out with the hologram CATR
are also presented. A 22 cm × 2 cm linear antenna array, which is a development
version for the link antenna, is measured at 39 GHz. For comparison, the array is
measured with the planar near-field scanning method. The results from the hologram
CATR and near-field scanning measurements agree very well. This author was
responsible for the preparation of the paper. This author designed the holograms and
wrote the modified code for the two-dimensional PO analysis. Taavi Hirvonen carried
out the hologram CATR and planar near-field measurements.
Paper [P7] presents the results of the measurements of the low-profile antenna array
consisting of 256 radiating elements [34]. The design of the hologram made for the
measurements is described in [P6]. A comparison between the far-field, the near-field,
and the hologram CATR measurement methods is made. The pattern measurements
agree well. The gain values obtained from the far-field and near-field measurements
agree also very well, but the gain measured with the hologram CATR is about 2 dB
lower. This is seen to be due to the large amplitude and phase ripples in the quietzone. The measured amplitude ripple is 2.1 dB as the theoretical ripple is only 0.5 dB.
The additional error is due to the hologram manufacturing and the reflections in the
measurement site. The hologram is made of three pieces, thus, the joining made with
tape and incomplete alignment cause additional errors. Also, there are manufacturing
errors in the hologram pieces. In spite of the huge amount of the absorbers for
preventing stray radiation, the reflections from the concrete walls of an ordinary
laboratory facility produce disturbance to the quiet-zone. Tomas Sehm was mainly
responsible for the preparation of the paper and he made the far-field and the nearfield measurements. Tomas Sehm and this author carried out the hologram CATR
measurements together. This author designed the hologram for the measurements.
Taavi Hirvonen was a co-supervisor.
Paper [P8] presents the development work of the hologram CATR for the
measurements of the Odin telescope and the results of the actual measurements at 119
GHz in Linköping, Sweden, in August 1998. The diameter of the main reflector is 1.1
m and the hologram designed and fabricated for the measurements is 2.4 m × 2.0 m.
The hologram is made of seven pieces spliced together with polyester tape. The
maximum deviation of the measured amplitude pattern in the quiet-zone is about 3
dB, but in most parts the deviation is within 1.5 dB. The theoretical peak-to-peak
amplitude and phase ripples are less than 1 dB and 10°, respectively. However, the
measured quiet-zone field is considered to be adequate for the Odin tests. The design
and manufacturing of the hologram are described more thoroughly in [10]. The
measured and theoretical radiation patterns of the Odin telescope are in good
agreement in the main beam region. The effects of the imperfections in the quiet-zone
field and in the aperture field of the AUT on the measurements are simulated. As a
result, the asymmetric aperture field of the Odin telescope and the imperfect quiet37

zone field increase the level of the first sidelobe. This author was mainly responsible
for the preparation of the paper. Taavi Hirvonen and Petri Piironen were responsible
for the antenna measurements, albeit this author participated also the measurement
group. Taavi Hirvonen and this author designed the hologram for the measurements
together. This author made all the antenna measurement simulations. Arto Lehto,
Jussi Tuovinen, Antti Räisänen, and Urban Frisk gave useful advice and comments on
the interpretation of the measurement results.
Paper [P9] presents the results of the quiet-zone field verification for the
submillimetre wave hologram CATR at 310 GHz. The hologram CATR operation,
including instrumentation, is demonstrated at submillimetre wavelengths. The
capability of the conventional wet-etching technique for hologram manufacturing for
high frequencies is studied. The manufacturing succeeded reasonably well and the
measured peak-to-peak ripples are 1.0 dB and 10° in the amplitude and the phase,
respectively, while theoretical ripples are 0.8 dB and 5°. The design of the 600 mm
hologram and the manufacturing are described more thoroughly in [14] and [15]. Jussi
Säily was responsible for the preparation of the paper and for all the measurements.
This author designed the hologram and made all the theoretical simulations. Janne
Häkli assisted in the measurements. Jussi Tuovinen and Arto Lehto were cosupervisors.
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6 Conclusions
Reflectors are widely used as collimating elements in CATRs, but the surface
accuracy requirements become very stringent at millimetre and submillimetre
wavelengths. A binary amplitude hologram is a potential alternative for the reflector
as the planarity requirements are not as stringent. Furthermore, it is easier to
manufacture holograms than reflectors, thus the manufacturing costs are reduced. A
drawback is that the performance of the hologram depends strongly on the
polarisation and the hologram has to be designed for the operation at one linear
polarisation. Another disadvantage is the limited bandwidth: about ±5−10 %
depending on the requirements of the quiet-zone field quality.
In this thesis, numerical techniques for analysing the radio frequency hologram are
developed. The first analysis technique is adequate for designing holograms for the
compact antenna test range application and for studying the performance of the
hologram CATR. The second technique is capable of predicting the cross-polarisation
levels of the hologram CATR.
The analysis techniques are based on the finite difference time domain and the
physical optics methods. The FDTD method is used to calculate the transmission of
the electromagnetic wave through the hologram. The physical optics method is then
used for calculating the radiation of the resulting aperture field to the quiet-zone
extent.
Holograms are always very large in wavelengths therefore simplifying models are
made for enabling numerical calculations. In the first model, only one cut of the
hologram is simulated at a time. This approach leads to the assumption that the slots
of the hologram are straight, parallel, and of infinite length. Experimental results show
that this method of analysis is capable of designing holograms for CATR application.
Typical design goals for the amplitude and phase of the quiet-zone field are peak-topeak ripples less than 1.0 dB and 10°, respectively, and they are also achievable in
practice. In the second model, the hologram structure is not changed but the slot
transmissions are calculated first for a simplified structure and then applied to the
whole hologram structure. When the curvatures of the hologram slots and the
transmissions for two perpendicular linear polarisations are taken into account, the
cross-polarisation produced by the hologram can be calculated. According to the
theoretical analysis and the experiments made at 39 and 310 GHz, the maximum
cross-polarisation level is about −20 dB in the quiet-zone volume.
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Antenna measurements were carried out at 39 and 119 GHz using hologram type
CATRs. The measurement results at 39 GHz were compared with those from the
planar near-field measurements and the far-field measurements. Good agreement
between the radiation patterns was observed. At 119 GHz, the measured radiation
pattern of the 1.1 m Odin-telescope agreed well with the theoretical one in the main
beam region. The measurements also verified the symmetry of the main beam. The
practical antenna measurements proved the applicability of the hologram type of
CATR for millimetre wave antenna measurements.
Developed analysis method was used for the theoretical study of the feasibility of the
hologram CATR for submillimetre wavelengths. According to the simulations, the
accuracy of conventional wet etching technique used for circuit boards is found to be
adequate for manufacturing holograms for frequencies up to about 500 GHz. A
problem in the wet etching that uses a mask for the exposure of the photo resist is that
the narrowest slots are not etched properly. Slots narrower than about 100 µm cannot
be etched open at all. This is a problem when realising a taper for submillimetre
wavelengths. However, a laser exposure of the photo resist is seen as a method
capable of etching narrower slots. The accuracy of the laser exposure process is
expected to be sufficient up to 1 THz.
A major problem in the manufacturing is the large sizes, which are required for the
holograms used in practical antenna measurements. Preferably, the hologram should
be made of one piece but this may not be possible in the case of large holograms. The
alignment of the several pieces of the hologram has to be made accurately. Also, the
glues and tapes used in the joining have to be electrically as invisible as possible. The
manufacturing of large holograms is seen the most critical issue in the development of
the hologram CATR. These fabrication issues must be resolved before this approach
becomes practicable for demanding antenna measurements.
The key issues in future hologram development besides hologram manufacturing are:
1) study of the use of a dual reflector feed system for shaping the illumination of the
hologram, 2) further development of the numerical methods for taking into account
the whole hologram structure, and 3) simulation of the antenna measurements for
studying the performance of the hologram CATR in the cross-polarisation
measurements. By shaping the illumination of the hologram, the amplitude taper
would be accomplished with the feed rather than with the hologram. Thus, the
hologram would not contain very narrow slots and the manufacturing process would
be easier. In addition, the sensitivity to the polarisation may be reduced [4]. Further
development of hologram analysis may also be based on numerical methods other
than the FDTD, like the finite element method (FEM) or the method of moments
(MOM).
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Errata
In [P1] on page 5 the caption of Figure 8 should read “Fig. 8. A Two-dimensional (2D) measurement result …”.
In [P2] on page 3 in equation (11) the term Een (i, k e ) should read Ecn (i, k e ) .
In [P2] on page 3 in equation (12) the term in the brackets should read
[( z − z' )u y − ( y − y' )u z ] .
In [P2] on page 3 in Figure 6 the “measured” phase is marked with bullets and the
“FDTD” phase is marked with a solid line.
In [P4] on page 4 the caption of Figure 2 should read “Figure 2. The quiet-zone
fields, effect of a) the depth (nominal(−), hd =0,08λ( λ (*), 0,24λ (o)) and b)
the width (nominal (−), wd = 4 cm( FP FP R RIthe planarity error.”
In [P9] on page 2 the title of the Fig. 4 should read “quiet-zone of 310 GHz CATR”.
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